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Getting noticed, making connections & 
finding content in the Social Media World 



Social for Inbound? 

	

 
Inbound marketing is the discipline of efficiently turning strangers into people 
that want to - and should - do business with you. 



Understand your Target Audience 

•  What are their business roles? 

•  What are their business goals and objectives? 

•  What is their business and what industry are they in? 

•  What is the size of the company and app. turnover? 

•  How is their job measured? 

•  What tools do they use to get their job done? 

•  Who reports into them? Who do they report into? 

•  What are their duties and responsibilities? 

•  What are their greatest business challenges? 

•  What are their hobbies and interests? 

•  What is important to them in their personal life? 



Workshop 



Pick a Team 



Workshop Challenge 

The 5 Minute Huddle  

How are you going to get seen in a busy Social Media World? 
Come up with as many “Inbound” tactics for Social Media.   
How can you generate awareness and genuine interest for your chosen company?  



Workshop Challenge 

The Pitch 



Workshop Challenge 

The Winners 



Getting Seen in all the “Right Places” 

1.  Ensure all Social Media Accounts have a bio and and about us section 
optimised for SEO. 

2.  Publish valuable and consistent content on social media. 
3.  Vary your Social Media content – images, native video and links. 
4.  Amplify your updates with targeted Social Ads. 
5.  Mirror your customers language in your Social Media updates. 
6.  Add subtitles to your video content. 
7.  “Tag” where possible. 
8.  Team up with advocates and influencers to spread your messages. 
 
 



Meet the Booleans 



•  AND - The AND operator limits your search.(Marketing AND Digital) 

•  OR  - The OR operator typically broadens your search. Means one or more. (HR OR 
Recruitment) 

•  ASTERISK *- (HR* will return: HR manager, HR Director, HR Generalist, HR 
administrator etc.) 

•  PARENTHESES ( ) - used to encapsulate OR statements . (HR OR Recruitment) 

•  QUOTATION MARKS” “- used when searching for exact phrases . So “HR Manager” 
will only return results for HR Managers. 
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Boolean Operators 
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•  NOT- The NOT operator excludes specific 
search terms and will not return any 
results with that term . (“Marketing 
Director” NOT online ) 

•  (intitle:resume OR inurl:resume) Use these 
terms to narrow our search and also helps 
to eliminate false positives. 

•  Filetype: If you are looking for specific 
filetype . 

•  Site: When X-Raying a site on Google. 
(site:linkedin.com) 

 

Boolean Operators 



site:ie.linkedin.com/in OR site:ie.linkedin.com/pub -pub.dir (”HR Manager" OR ”HR Director" OR “Business Owner”) –jobs  
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•  Click on Settings at the bottom right of 
Google.com or Google.ie. 

•  Select “Advanced Search”. 

 

Advanced Google Search 
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Advanced Google Search 
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Searching for LinkedIn Connections 



Workshop Challenge – 2nd Leg 

The 1 Minute Huddle  

Find 3 top Marketing Professionals in your selected Company. How can you connect and reach out to them?  



Other Search Tools 
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What Listening Tools do you use? 

Google.ie/alerts 
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Find Content “Fast” to Share 

Feedly.com 
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Find Content “Fast” to Share 

https://anderspink.com 
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Buzzsumo.com 
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Who are the “Influencers” & “Micro Influencers”? 

Klear.com 
Ninjaoutreach.com 



Questions? 
	



Contact Me 

 +353 87 2039855 
 

    
twitter.com/gregfrysocial 

    
 
 ie.linkedin.com/in/gregfry 
      

    
   
    


